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Abstract
Discontinuous foci —cases in which the focus as expected by semantic or pragmatic considerations is not a single constituent within the
phrase marker— are not commonly discussed in the formal literature
on focussing. This paper proposes to use Unalternative Semantics
to analyze such foci. Unalternative Semantics is a novel framework
for calculating focus alternatives from metrically annotated trees (instead of trees with F-makers); this format naturally lends itself to the
modelling of discontinuous foci. The paper compares this approach to
other, alternative options involving F-markers and argues in favor of
the F-less treatment.
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Introduction: Discontinuous Foci

By the standard question–answer test for focus, we diagnose the VP was
arrested by the police to be focussed in (1-a). Semantically, the same property should be focussed in (1-b), but there is no syntactic constituent that
corresponds to the putative focus, which consists of the subject and the verb
part of the VP. This is what I call a discontinuous focus.
(1)

What happened to John? —
a. John was arrested by the poLICE.
b. The police aRRESted John.
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If focus is represented by F-markers in the syntax, there are two principled
ways of representing discontinuous foci. Either both parts are F-marked,
or a constituent dominating both is. These options are illustrated in (2).
Note that option number two requires some additional marking —here ‘G’
for ‘given’—, so as to make sure that the focus is not realized by an accent
on the object John, the default main stress position in a transitive VP.
(2)

a.
b.

[the police]F [aRRESted]F John
[the police aRRESted JohnG ]F

Neither solution seems fully satisfactory, as I will show below. (2-a) seems
incompatible with the prosodic realization of discontinuos foci, because the
subject in these constructions is not realized as one would expect from an
F-marked constituent; (2-b), on the other hand, is semantically a case of
overfocussing: it leads to propositional alternatives, rather than property
alternatives, as one would expect.
In this paper I propose a new way of handling discontinuous foci, using Unalternative Semantics (UAS). In UAS, focus is not syntactically marked;
rather, focus alternatives are calculated directly from independently needed
structural aspects of the representation, in the case at hand: metrical weights.
On this view, (1-b) naturally comes out as expressing a property-type focus,
analogous to (1-a), without committing to individual parts of the structure
being focused, or allowing for propositional focus alternatives.
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Unalternative Semantics

Like alternative semantics (Rooth, 1985, 1992, 1996), UAS systematically
maps every syntactic node onto a set of alternatives, i.e. meanings (in the
same domain as the node itself) which could be focal targets —for example the denotation of a previous phrase or utterance with which the sentence
containing the focusing is contrasted. Unlike alternative semantics, however,
UAS does so by accumulating restrictions on focus alternatives bottom to
top. Possible focal targets for a constituent A are then those meanings of
the same semantic category as that of A which are not excluded by these
restrictions.

2.1

Basics

UAS for English utilizes two essential types of restrictions, weak and strong.
A weak restriction is imposed on every branching node that shows de2

fault metrical relations, which, for English, are characterized in table 1.
Weak Restriction excludes all alternatives
weak
strong
which result from composing an alternative
functional
lexical
to the weak sister with the literal meaning of
head
complement
the strong sister. Put differently, it excludes
left projection right projection
all those alternatives that would be allowed
had the weak sister been strong instead.
This is defined in (3-a), and abbreviated Figure 1: Structural metrical
defaults, in descending order of
as in (3-b).
importance.
(3)
weak restriction
If the relative stress among a node α’s daughters Sstrong and Sweak
accords to the default, α excludes all focal targets in
a. (alt.dom(Sweak ) \ {[[Sweak ]]O }) ⊗α {[[Sstrong ]]O })
b. x\Sweak Sstrong
alt.dom(S) is the alternative domain of S, which I take to be the set
of all meanings in the same domain as the meaning of S that can be expressed by expressions of the same category as S. ⊗α stands for the semantic
composition rule needed to combine the alternatives of α’s daughters. If,
for example, α has daughters β and γ, and the ordinary meaning of α,
[[α]]O is [[β]]O ([[γ]]O ), then alt.dom(β) ⊗α alt.dom(γ) would be {b(g) | b ∈
alt.dom(β)&g ∈ alt.dom(γ)}.
Another way of thinking of Weak Restriction is that it says ‘if the weak
sister is (part of the) focus, so is the strong sister’, or: ‘the weak sister is
not a narrow focus’. The excluded meanings —e.g. those characterized by
(3-a)/(3-b)— are generally also written as [[α]]U .
The second type of restriction, Strong Restriction, applies where the
metrical weights between two sister nodes have been reversed. In this case
the restriction requires that the metrically promoted sister be part of a
focus. This is formalized in (4).
(4)

strong restriction
If α has undergone prosodic reversal, α excludes all focal targets in
alt.dom(α) \ ((alt.dom(Sstrong ) \ [[Sstrong ]]O ) ⊗α {[[Sweak ]]O })

Another way of saying this is ‘strong daughter is a focus, weak daughter
is not’. It is convenient to characterize the restrictions imposed by Strong
Restriction in terms of the alternatives it allows, rather than the excluded
\Sstrong
Sweak
ones. This is symbolized as in (5) (rather than P \x
). The reader
should bear in mind, though, that technically all restrictions are in the form
of sets of unalternatives, as defined in (4).
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(5)

x\Sstrong Sweak

(i)

(ii)
S

Smith

VP
R\ordered breakfast
—
ordered

S
x\smith ordered breakfast
x R\ordered breakfast
Smith

(iii)
S
Q\smith ordered breakfast
Smith
R

ordered

ordered
(iv)
total restriction
(=weak+propag.)

VP
breakfast

\ordered

VP
R\ordered breakfast
—

weak restriction
propagation

BREAKfast

weak restriction
propagation

total restriction
(=weak)

weak restriction
propagation

BREAKfast

S
Subj
V
Subj+V
VP
Obj
Sub+Obj

4
8
8
8
4
4
4

Jones paid for lunch
Jones order breakfast
Smith paid for breakfast
Jones paid for breakfast
Smith paid for lunch
Smith ordered lunch
Jones ordered lunch

BREAKfast

Figure 2: Unalternatives calculated at the VP, (i), and S level, (ii); (iii) shows
how the (weak) restriction introduced at the S level, and the weak restriction
propagated from the VP level can be combined into a single restriction.
The resulting predictions regarding what can and cannot be a focal target
according to Q\smith ordered breakfast are shown in the table in (iv). The
leftmost column indicates what kind of focus this would correspond to in a
system using F-marking.

The workings of Weak and Strong Restriction are illustrated in figures 2
and 3. In addition to the two restrictions, UAS requires a mechanism of
unalternative propagation. Defined as in (6) —where [[S]]U stands for the
Unalternatives of S, i.e. the meanings excluded as FTs by Weak and
Strong Restriction— Propagation makes sure that (weak or strong) restrictions introduced on lower nodes are propagated all the way up to the root
node.
(6)

propagation
any branching node [α S1 S2 ] excludes all focal targets in (alt.dom(S1 )⊗α
[[S2 ]]U ) as well as those in ([[S1 ]]U ⊗α alt.dom(S2 ))

In most cases restrictions imposed by strong and weak restriction and by
propagation can be combined into a single restriction, as in figures 2 and 3.
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(i)

S

(ii)

(x\smith ordered breakfast)

Weak Restriction

x R\ordered breakfast

Propagation

S
x\smith ordered breakfast

Strong Res.

(x R\ordered breakfast)

Propagation

S

Smith

VP
breakfast

R\ordered
S

ORDERED

w

SMITH
S.R.

w

VP
R\ordered breakfast
w

breakfast

ordered

s

W.R.

breakfast

Figure 3: Strong restriction, applied at the VP- and S-levels (3(i)/3(ii), respectively); note that in the latter case, normal metrical weights, w–s, are
assigned within the VP.
SMITH ordered breakfast
x\smith ordered breakfast
S
8
Subj
4
V
8
Subj+V
8
VP
8
Obj
8
Sub+Obj
8

Smith ORDERED breakfast
x R\ordered breakfast
S 8 Jones paid for lunch
Subj 8 Jones order breakfast
V 4 Smith paid for breakfast
Subj+V 4 Jones paid for breakfast
VP 8 Smith paid for lunch
Obj 8 Smith ordered lunch
Sub+Obj 8 Jones ordered lunch

Figure 4: Predictions for prosodic reversal at the VP and S level, respectively.
The overall set of possible Focal Targets for the two structures in figures
2 and 3 are summarized in the tables in figure 2(iv) and figure 4.

2.2

Discontinuous Foci in Unalternative Semantics

The tables in figure 2(iv) and in figure 4 each contain one licit discontinuous
focus, Subj+Obj and Subj+V, respectively. The latter of these is the kind we
looked at in section 1, transitive subject plus verb. This is illustrated in detail
in 5(i). Figure 5(ii) schematizes the configuration in which discontinuous foci
can come about in Unalternative Semantics in general: whenever the strong
daughter α of a branching node µ with default stress among its daughters, is
itself branching; in that case α’s strong daughter, C, and its ‘aunt’, A may
be interpreted as a discontinuous focus.
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(i)

S

weakR: if the police is focal,
so is arrested John

weak

strong

the police

VP

(ii)

StrongR: arrested is focal,
John is not

µ

Weak Restriction

weak

strong

A

α

Weak or Strong Restriction

strong

weak

strong

weak

ARRESTED

John

C

b

Figure 5: The restrictions imposed on 5(i), the tree corresponding to (1-b),
are compatible with the police arrested (but not John) being focal, so that
‘what happened to John’, or the meaning of any answer to it, is a possible
Focal Target. Generally, UAS predicts that two constituents A+C can be
interpreted as a discontinuous focus in exactly two configurations, those in
5(ii), with the order of sisters irrelevant. Note that if α has default metrical
weights (and hence Weak Restriction applies), the entire discontinuous focus
structure will be realized by default stress.
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Other instances of discontinuous foci

Using the standard question–answer test for pragmatically determining the
focus in an answer, we can actually rather frequently diagnosed a discontinuous focus.
For example, (7-a) shows a discontinuous focus consisting of a transitive
verb and an indirect object to the exclusion of the direct object the books.
Note that (7-b) actually displays the same kind of discontinuous focus, except
that in this case no prosodic reversal (i.e. deaccenting) has taken place —so
this case is less spectacular on the surface.
(7)

What did you do with the books? —
a. I sent KIMFthe books.
b. I sent the books to KIMF.

As anticipated in the table in figure 2(iv), a discontinuous focus may also
consist of the subject and the object of a transitive sentence, as in (8).
(8)

(A lot of people were introduced to the mayor, but) no-one/nun introduced SUEF.

(8) is another case in which DF is realized by default prosody. We can,
however, change it so as to make sure that indeed only the object, but not
the verb, is part of the focus. The key to that is the first of the prosodic
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defaults in table 1: between a functional and a lexical sister, the lexical one
is strong by default, regardless of linear order or other factors. This can be
seen in the broad focus examples in (9).
(9)

If Sue continues to work like this, John will
a. . . . HIRE her/ introDUCE himself/ SAY something/ REPORT
that.
b. . . . hire HELP/ introduce new RULES/ say the TRUTH/ report
the OPPOSite.

If we now embed a VP of this sort —strong verb, weak pronominal object—
in a configuration like (8), we get a non-default stress pattern:
(10)

(A lot of people were introduced to the mayor, but) no-one/nun
introduced MEF.

The default pattern in this case would accent the verb instead, as in (11).
(11)

(A lot of people were introduced to the mayor, but. . . )
no-one/nun TOLD meF.

So we can indeed be sure that (10) is an instance of discontinuous focus, and,
by parity of reasoning, (8) is, too. I will return to the significance of cases
like these in section 4.2.
Indeed, such discontinuous foci can even result in both ‘extraordinary
accenting’ (of a pronoun) and deaccenting at the same time.
(12)

(A lot of people were introduced to the mayor, but) no-one/nun
introduced MEFto the mayor.

All of these examples also illustrates that prosodic reversal (i.e. non-default
stress) is not the same deaccenting; prosodic reversal in (9-a) and (10) manifests itself in the addition of a pitch accent on the functional object me,
which would otherwise be unstressed. The same effects can be observed in
(13), where an additional stress, which happens to end up being the nuclear stress of the sentence, is put on the verbal particle back (the normal
intonation here would have the nuclear pitch accent on books).
(13)

(What happened to the books? —) Sam sent the books BACKF.

Accent addition as a result of prosodic reversal is also commonly found in
head final verb phrases, where the second default from table 1 —that a
predicate is weak and its argument strong— would apply. Dutch and German
7

VPs provide a well-known case in question, as in example (14). Here too,
neutral stress would fall on the object Bücher, rather than the sentence-final
verb. Again prosodic reversal has taken place, resulting in an additional
pitch accent on the structurally weak head-sister of the phrase.
(14)

Where are the books?
KIM hat die Bücher ABgeholtF.
K. has the books up picked
‘Kim picked the books up.’

I mention these different instances of discontinuous focus because they, collectively, pose severe difficulties for alternative representations, which I will
discuss in the next section.

4

A Look at Alternative Analytical Options

In this section we will take a closer look at alternative analyses for the phenomenon of discontinuous focus. As said at the outset, it would seem that
the two major analytic options are to analyze discontinuous focus as an instance of multiple focus, or as an instance of broad focus with focus-internal
givenness deaccenting. We will inspect these options in turn.

4.1

Discontinuous focus vs. double focus

(15-a) illustrates what the initial example would be analyzed like using Fmarkers on the individual parts of the discontinuous focus (whereas (15-b)
indicates the kind of analysis advocated here, though recall that no actual
syntactic marking of the focused constituents is part of the theory). Standard
alternative semantics would actually assign the same set of focus alternatives
to this structure that it would to an ordinary VP focus like the one in (1-a).
(15)

claim:
a. *[the police]F [arrested]F John
b. the police arrestedFJohn

So while semantically no argument against (15-a) would be forthcoming, we
may object to the predictions such an analysis would make regarding the
prosodic realization of such examples. Notice that according to the F- marking pattern in (15), both the subject the police and the transitive verb arrested
are foci in the sense of for example Selkirk (1995) (there called FOCus). That
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is to say, both are F-marked constituents which are not dominated by another
F-marker.
One prediction of this representation is that both parts of the discontinuous focus should be realized as foci; in particular neither of them should
be able to undergo phonological reduction. The examples in (16), however,
clearly show that this prediction is not born out. The subjects in (16-a) and
(16-b) may be reduced to the unstressed forms smon and ya. In (16-c) it is
even possible to drop the subject pronoun altogether.
(16)

Where’s Kim’s homework?/What happened to Kim’s homework?
a. Someone/Smone STOLE it.
b. You’re/Ya SITTING on it.
c. I/∅ forgot it on the BUS.

Needless to say, none of this is expected if the subjects where themselves foci.
This expectation is confirmed in the examples in (17) which are indeed double
foci. In these cases reduction of the subject pronouns —either segmentally
or by deletion— is completely impossible.
(17)

a.
b.

(First, JO STOLE my homework and now) YOU are/*ya SITTING on it.
(First my brother misplaced my homework and now what happened?!) *(I) forgot it on the BUS.

A second argument in the same vein involves subject+transitive-verb foci
which are realized by nuclear stress on the subject, as in (18-a). However,
this argument is currently more suggestive than decisive, since I do not fully
understand the factors that lead to this configuration in the first place.
(18)

John looks devastated. What happened to him?
a. Maybe his WIFE left him.
b. Maybe his WIFE died.
c. Maybe his DOG ran away.

If left in (18-a) were itself a focus (not just part of one), it should not be
able to remain unaccented. Standard cases in which focal predicates remain
unaccented always involve them forming one larger focus with an argument,
as would be the case if his wife left were a discontinuous focus in (18-a).
In that sense, (18-a) is a problem for any analysis that assigns it the focus
structure [his wife]F [[left]F him] .
Usually, however, this kind of integration —realizing a broad V+argument focus with just one accent on the argument— is thought to involve
9

internal arguments, including possibly unaccusative subjects as in (18-b).
Realizing a broad focus on a transitive subject, as in (18-a), is generally
thought to be excluded. Yet, at least unergative intransitive subjects as in
(18-c) do partake in this pattern, too, as observed for example in Krifka
(1984). So perhaps transitive subjects may, too, provided the internal argument can remain accent-less for independent reasons, like him in (18-a).
Whatever the details, the accent pattern in (18-a) is hard to reconcile with
a representation that has both V and the subject be foci.

4.2

Broad focus with anaphoric deaccenting?

Let us then turn to the second analytical possibility: could these examples
be actually instances of broad, e.g. sentential, foci, within which anaphoric
deaccenting has taken place?
The only standard test for teasing apart broad foci with deaccenting
within them and narrower foci that I am aware of is ellipsis. Thus in (19), it is
impossible to elide the verb phrase, even though will resign can be deaccented
as given, and even though we know independently that bare subject answers
are possible in English, if the subject is a narrow focus.
(E)

(What will happen if Sam resigns?)
a. (Then) KIM will resign.
b. #KIM.

(E0 )

(Who will oversee the project if Sam resigns?)
a. (Then) KIM will oversee the project.
b. KIM.

Unfortunately the ellipsis test is, as far as I can see, not applicable for the
cases of discontinuous focus we are interested in here. This is probably due to
the fact that the remnant of ellipsis itself has to be a constituent, which would
mean that omission of the background in a discontinuous focus structure is
by definition impossible. What we need them is a new diagnostic for the
difference between deaccenting within a focus and discontinuous focus. In
what follows I will tentatively investigate two avenues towards probing this
difference.
4.2.1

Pragmatic Contrast

My first attempt at mounting argument against the broad-focus-plus-deaccenting
analysis of discontinuous foci involves the size of the focus, as probed by prag10

matic contrast, as well as the focus sensitive particle also. What is crucial to
the argument is the fact that deaccenting within a focus does not affect the
focus alternatives generated by standard alternative semantics. For example, if the second clause in (19) were to be represented as in (20-a), it should
permit verb phrase focus alternatives, that is properties.
(19)

What did the guy who delivered the fridge do wrong? — He scratched
the EDges of the fridge.

(20)

claim:
a. *he [scratched the EDges of [the fridge]G ]F .
b. he scratched the EDges ofFthe fridge.

According to the analysis advocated in the present paper, on the other hand,
the structure is more akin to that in (20-b), in which the noun phrase the
fridge is not part of the focus and therefore not able to license focus alternatives. According to that analysis, only focal targets that describe relations
between the delivery person and the fridge are permitted by (19).
This I attempt to put to the test in (21). We observe that (21-a) sounds
odd in the context given. This is expected if —as assumed here— the focus
excludes (of ) the fridge and thus the alternatives available to also are of the
form ‘they did x to the fridge’, since the context specifies no other damage
done to the fridge. In (21-b), on the other hand, we clearly have VP focus,
permitting alternatives ‘they Q’, so that ‘they broke the glass door’ can
satisfy the presuppositions of also.
(21)

So ok, the guys who delivered the fridge broke the glass door. What
other damage did they do? . . .
a. #They also scratched the EDges of the fridge.
b. They also scratched the edges of the FRIDGE.

According to the ‘broad-focus-plus-deaccenting’ view, (21-a) and (21-b) have
the exact same focus alternatives, so the felicity of also should be unaffected
by whether or not fridge is deaccented. In fact, if anything, alsoEDGES
should be the preferred realization, given the generally held view that givenness marking should be maximized (e.g. ‘Do Not Overlook Anaphoric Possibilities’ in Williams, 1997, or analogous principles that minimize focus marking, e.g. ‘AvoidF’ in Schwarzschild, 1999, the requirement that given elements
must at most be FOCus marked in Selkirk, 1995, ‘Maximize Presupposition’ in Sauerland, 2005, or ‘Maximize Background’ in Büring, 2012). This
strongly suggests that the fridge is not part of the focus in (21-a), i.e. that
we are dealing with a discontinuous focus, scratched the edges.
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I used also in (21) to check the maximum size of a focus: the more
focus alternatives are available, the more permissive (regarding possible antecedents) also should become. A parallel argument can be mounted using
free focus. The contrast in (22) exactly parallels that in (21).
(22)

So ok, the guys who delivered the fridge broke the glass door. What
other damage did they do? . . .
a. #They scratched the EDges of the fridge.
b. They scratched the edges of the FRIDGE.

As before, if ‘broke the glass door’ were among the alternatives to scratched
the EDGES of the fridge (in this context, that is, where fridge is given) (22-a)
should be as good as, if not better than, (22-b). In contradistinction, the
discontinuous focus analysis favored here again correctly predicts that only
(22-b) will be felicitous here, if ‘broke the glass door’ is to be the focal target.
These examples have implication beyond determining the size of the focus,
which I will only touch upon here. They suggest that, in general, there is no
such thing as pure givenness deaccenting within a broad focus; this implies
in turn that, for example, the focal targets in (19) must be (other) ‘things
he did to the fridge’, not ‘things he did wrong’ in general, even though that
is not, strictly speaking, salient in the context. (21) and (22) furthermore
indicate that ‘deliver the fridge’ is not an available focal target for scratch the
EDGES of the fridge in these examples (otherwise (21-a) and (22-a) should
be fine, as ‘things they do with/to the fridge’ are permitted alternatives, even
under the discontinuous focus analysis); ostensibly this is because there is no
pragmatic contrast between delivering the fridge and scratching its edges; a
full account of focussing needs to model such a contrast requirement, which
e.g. the proposals in Rooth (1992) and Schwarzschild (1999) do not (see
Wagner, 2006, 2012 and Katzir, 2013 for discussion, Büring (forthcoming)
for a recent proposal utilizing Unalternative Semantics).
The basic contrast used to argue against the ‘broad-focus-plus-deaccenting’
analysis of discontinuous foci, however, is, I think, not affected by these considerations; the crucial fact is simply that these cases do not behave like VPor sentential foci.
4.2.2

Reordering v. stress-shift in Czech

For my second attempt at teasing apart discontinuous foci from broad foci
with the accenting, I will try to isolate a case in which the two are prosodically
or morphosyntactically realized in different ways.
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Groeben et al. (to appear) report that narrow focus in Czech is alternatively realized by positioning the focus rightmost, or shifting stress leftward
onto the (unmarked position of the) focus (see also Šimı́k and Wierzba, 2015,
(main stress indicated by boldface, focusFby underlining, leftward moved
material in gray type).
(23)

Q: Přiměla Marie Václava k odchodu?
’Did Marie convince Václav to leave?’
a. Marie přiměla k odchodu Jiřı́hoF.
M.nom convinced to leaving J.acc
’Marie convinced Jiřı́ to leave.’
b. Marie přiměla Jiřı́hoFk odchodu.

mean rating
7.9

7.3

The mean ratings of 7.9 and 7.3 do not, according to Groeben et al. (to
appear) show a significant preference for either of these options. Stress-shift
within a focus, on the other hand, is dispreferred; reordering is preferred
instead.
(24)

Q: Nevı́š, jestli už všichni odešli?
’Do you have an idea if everyone left yet?
a. Marie přiměla k odchodu Jiřı́ho.F
M.nom convinced to leaving J.acc
’Marie convinced Jiřı́ to leave.’
b. #Marie přiměla Jiřı́ho k odchodu.F

mean rating
5.9

4.9

Here the difference in mean acceptability ratings is significant: reordering is the preferred realization. We should now be able to use the different
preference patterns to probe whether a given construction shows narrow, possibly discontinuous, focus, or broad focus with internal deaccenting. Groeben
et al.’s (to appear) own data may actually provide a case in question: in certain conditions, the expected preference for reordering was not found, see
(25).
(25)

Q: Vyzvala Marie JJiřı́ho k odchodu?
‘Did Marie ask Jiřı́ to leave?’
a. Marie Jiřı́ho k odchodu přiměla.F
M.nom J.acc to leaving convinced
’Marie convinced Jiřı́ to leave.’
b. Marie přimělaFJiřı́ho k odchodu.
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mean rating
7.1

7.2

(26)

Q: Nevı́š, proč Jiřı́ odešel?
’Do you have an idea why Jiřı́ left?’
a. Marie Jiřı́ho k odchodu přiměla.F
M.nom J.acc to leaving convinced
’Marie convinced Jiřı́ to leave.’
b. Marie přiměla Jiřı́ho k odchodu.F

mean rating
6.7

6.3

Groeben et al. (to appear) speculate that (25-b) and (26-b) may involve
‘focus accommodation’ (to a narrow V focus). But this may in fact be a case
of discontinuous focus, which would explain the lack of an effect: (26) is an
instance of ‘moving background to the left of focus’, as indicated in (27) (as
before, keep in mind that the F-marking is for perspicuity only).
(27)

Q: Nevı́š, proč Jiřı́ odešel?
’Do you have an idea why Jiřı́ left?’
a. Marie Jiřı́ho k odchodu přiměla.F
M.nom J.acc to leaving convinced
’Marie convinced Jiřı́ to leave.’
b. Marie přimělaFJiřı́ho k odchodu.

Note that this argument hinges on the premise that in Czech, both discontinuous focus and focus-internal deaccenting, are possible —possibly unlike in
English, if the our remarks in the previous subsection were on the right track.
I will leave it for future work to explore these differences in more depth.

5

Summary

In this paper I have demonstrated how Unalternative Semantics provides a
natural way to model discontinuous foci. Several cases from English were
discussed which should plausibly be analyzed as such. Crucially, since Unalternative Semantics does not use syntactic F-markers to represent focus, the
questions whether ‘the’ focus is a constituent, as well as whether a discontinuous focus is the same as multiple foci, cannot even arise.1 As discussed
above, either way of answering it in a framework that uses F-marking leads
1

I do think that, alongside the discontinuous focus pattern discussed here, a true double
focus pattern exists, which, among other things, realizes both foci as intermediate phrase
heads, and thus prohibits prosodic reduction of both focused elements. A tentative analysis
for these cases is offered in Büring (forthcoming).
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to problematic consequences for either focus realization or interpretation,
indirectly arguing the case for the type of treatment advocated here.
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